
On - Counter Scanner: Magellan 1500i
 

Magellan 1500i

  

The Magellan 1500i presentation scanner from Datalogic is small in size but packed with performance. It is ideal for a range of applications
including retail, point of sale, pharmacy, customer service, self-checkout, and kiosks. Built in a space-saving small physical footprint, the
scanner still has a large reading area. Fast sweep scanning of your 1D, 2D and Digimarc barcodes is easy and intuitive, even from poorly
printed labels or smartphone screens. The 1500i brings high-end performance to your operation and will adjust the illumination and depth of field
to quickly optimize readability. Unlike other presentation scanners on the market, the 1500i performance is unaffected by the plexiglass barriers
now required to ensure safety at checkout. This is a top performing scanner that will enable your operators to comfortably work throughout even
the longest and toughest of shifts. The Magellan 1500i is designed with ease of use in mind. The cable is efficiently routed away from the unit to
ensure it never gets in your way. The clean lines and choice of colors in either black or white promote an uncluttered look to your workspace.
The scanner operates in two modes: Stand Mode for when you require hands-free usage or Presentation Mode scanning for handheld use
when an operator picks up the scanner. Stand mode enables high-speed sweep operation of up to 1.5 m/s; and handheld mode is automatically
activated via the built-in accelerometer and provides targeted scanning with Datalogic’s Green Spot Technology with good-read feedback.
Whichever way you choose to use it, you can count on easy scanning of your products and increased productivity. Datalogic has equipped the
Magellan 1500i with adaptive illumination. This eliminates flicker and reduces brightness when not required, reducing any potential eye strain for
your operators. The illumination will automatically adjust and optimize to the barcodes in the field of view. No need for any adjustment when
seamlessly m 
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